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Pride festival in Gran Canaria - which
was attended by 80,000 people - is
linked to Spanish monkeypox outbreak
as well as two cases in Italy while
European total reaches 100

Maspalomas Pride has become the second focus of the outbreak in Spain 
More than 100 cases of monkeypox have now been reported across Europe 
The UK Health Security Agency has said a notable proportion of recent cases in
Britain and Europe have been found in gay and bisexual men 
There are 20 confirmed cases in the UK, and more cases in nine other countries 

By JESSICA WARREN FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 07:01 EDT, 21 May 2022 | UPDATED: 14:32 EDT, 21 May 2022

The Gran Canarian pride festival attended by 80,000 from Britain and across Europe
is being investigated after being linked to numerous monkeypox cases in Madrid,
Italy and Tenerife.

Held between May 5 and May 15, Maspalomas Pride attracts visitors from across the
continent.

It was attended by people who have tested positive for the monekypox virus
afterwards, with public health services from the Canary Islands now investigating
the any links between the cases and the LGBT+ celebrations.
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'Among the 30 or so diagnosed in Madrid, there are several who attended the event,
although it is not yet possible to know if one of them is patient zero of this outbreak
or if they all got infected there,' a health source told El País.

The Gran Canarian pride festival attended by 80,000 from Britain and across Europe is being
investigated after being linked to numerous monkeypox cases in Madrid, Italy and Tenerife.
Pictured, attendees at the event this month

There are two suspected cases in men in the Canary Islands, one with links to the
LGBT+ festival.

There is no conclusive evidence that the latest outbreak is being sexually
transmitted, rather than simply being passed between people who were in close
proximity to each other, experts said.

As such gay men are not believed to be more likely to contract the disease, however
are potentially more likely to have been exposed to it due to the known incidences
being at events and locations that attracted large numbers of people from across the
LGBT+ community.

The development came after it emerged Spanish authorities are also
investigating confirmed cases of monkeypox that have been linked to a 'sauna' -
which in Spain is used to describe establishments popular with gay men looking for
sex rather than just a bathhouse. 
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A spokesperson for the department confirmed that one of the Italian men who has
the virus was in the Canary Islands, but denied knowing if the man from Tenerife had
travelled there, according to a report from the Spanish news website.

A second Italian man who was also in the Canary Islands contracted the virus. All
three Italian men with the virus are unknown to each other.

Earlier today, a top British doctor has predicted a 'significant rise' in monkeypox
cases in the UK in the next few weeks, as the country recorded 20 cases — and more
than 100 found in Europe. 

The disease, which was first found in monkeys, can be transmitted from person to
person through close physical contact - as well as sexual intercourse - and is caused
by the monkeypox virus. 

It was attended by people who have tested positive for the monekypox virus afterwards, with
public health services from the Canary Islands now investigating the any links between the
cases and the LGBT+ celebrations. Pictured, attendees at the event this month

Dr Claire Dewsnap, president of the British Association for Sexual Health and HIV, is
worried about the rate the virus is spreading.

She told Sky News that she expects a 'significant' rise in infections next week.

'What worries me the most is there are infections across Europe, so this has already
spread,' she said. 'It's already circulating in the general population... It could be really
significant numbers over the next two or three weeks.' 

She also warned that the virus could have a 'massive impact' on access to sexual
health services in Britain. 

The UK Health Security Agency has said a notable proportion of recent cases in
Britain and Europe have been found in gay and bisexual men. 

The virus is more common to west and central Africa but the number of cases
confirmed in Britain has hit 20, with nine other countries including Spain, Portugal
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and Canada also reporting outbreaks.

Yesterday, health authorities in Spain reported 23 more confirmed cases of
monkeypox, mainly in the Madrid region where the regional government closed a
sauna linked to the majority of infections. 

It is believed that there are 50 cases in Spain, 30 confirmed and 20 suspected, along
with two confirmed cases in the Spanish Canary Islands. 

'The Public Health Department will carry out an even more detailed analysis... to
control contagion, cut the chains of transmission and try to mitigate the
transmission of this virus as much as possible,' said regional health chief Enrique
Ruiz Escudero. 

Nurses and doctors are being advised to stay 'alert' to patients who present with a new rash or
scabby lesions (like above)

Dr Dewsnap said she is concerned about how the infection could affect services
because staff who come in contact with sufferers are forced to isolate.

She told the BBC that clinic staff were 'already under significant pressure' before
monkeypox was identified, making the situation worse.

'It is already stretching the workforce and will have a massive impact if staff have to
isolate if they are in close contact with someone who's infected,' Dr Dewsnap said.
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'In terms of the infection and its consequences for individuals, I'm not that
concerned,' she later told BBC Radio 4.

'But I am concerned about our ability to maintain good sexual health services and
access for everyone while still managing this new infection.'

Dr Dewsnap also called for 'adequate funding' for sexual health services.

She told BBC Breakfast: 'Over the last 10 years, there's been a significant decrease in
funding through the public health budget.

'And that has seen a direct effect on staffing level and that means we have less
capacity to see people.
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'We used to be able to see people within 48 hours of them contacting us - that's
really important because it cuts down the window where people have an infection,
they don't know they have an infection and therefore they can pass it on to the
people.

'So the speed in which we see people is really critical and monkeypox coming along
shows us that more than ever before.

'So we need adequate funding so we can adequately staff with the experts that we
need and the appropriately trained staff in clinics so that we can ensure people can
get in quickly, and therefore we can reduce the risk of infection of other people.'

Meanwhile, Professor Sir Peter Horby, director of the Pandemic Sciences Institute at
Oxford University, described the current monkeypox outbreak as 'an unusual
situation', because the virus is being transmitted within communities outside of
Central and West Africa.

Sir Peter told BBC Radio 4 on Saturday: 'It's transmitted by close person-to-person
contact and, in the past, we have not seen it being very infectious.

'What's unusual about what we're seeing now is that we're seeing transmission
occurring in the community in Europe and now in other countries, so it's an unusual
situation where we seem to have had the virus introduced but now have ongoing
transmission within certain communities.'

The smallpox vaccine, called Imvanex in the UK and Jynneos in the US, can protect against
monkeypox because the viruses causing the illnesses are related

He added: 'It would appear that there is some element of sexual transmission
perhaps with just the very close contact between people and the skin lesions,
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because a large proportion of the current cases are being detected in gay and
bisexual men.

'So it's very important that we get the message across that if people have unusual
skin lesions that they do seek attention quickly so that we can control this.

'The important thing is that we interrupt transmission and this doesn't become
established in the human population in Europe.'

Monkeypox is a usually mild infection, with symptoms including fever, headaches
and a distinctive bumpy rash. 

In Britain, authorities are offering a smallpox vaccine to healthcare workers and
others who may have been exposed. 

Spain is assessing different therapeutic options, such as antivirals and vaccines, but
so far all cases have mild symptoms and therefore no specific ad hoc treatment has
been necessary, Spanish Health minister Carolina Darias told reporters on Friday.

The Portuguese cases remain under clinical follow-up but none have been
hospitalized as they are all stable, the health authority said.

Portugal has 14 confirmed cases and 20 suspected infections. And across the
Atlantic, there are two confirmed cases in Canada, with 20 suspected cases. 

There are also cases in Italy, Sweden, Belgium, Germany, The Netherlands, France,
Israel and Australia.

 

How DO you catch monkeypox and what are the
symptoms? EVERYTHING you need to know about tropical
virus spreading around the world 

By Emily Craig, Health Reporter for MailOnline

Monkeypox is spreading globally for the first time, in an outbreak that has caught
health officials off-guard.

Eleven countries including Australia have now detected the tropical virus, which is
usually only spotted within Africa.

Two men from Sydney and Melbourne have both returned from Europe infected with
the rare tropical disease.

The Victorian case is known to have been in the UK where there are currently 20
cases, which are all among men from the gay and bisexual community.  

Germany and Belgium today became the latest nations to declare monkeypox cases,
while and Australia announced patients had tested positive overnight.

A disproportionate number of cases are in gay and bisexual men, authorities have
said. Health chiefs say the pattern of transmission is 'highly suggestive of spread in
sexual networks'.

NSW chief health officer Dr Kerry Chant said: 'It is important to be particularly
vigilant if you returned from overseas from large parties or sex on premises venues
overseas.

'You can imagine that some settings, such as sex on premises venues or other events
and gatherings may lead to sort of what we've seen as super spreading events.
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There are a handful of antivirals and therapies
for smallpox that appear to work on
monkeypox, including the drug tecovirimat,
which was approved for monkeypox in the EU
in January

'It is important that people who have recently returned from Europe who attended
such parties be particularly alert given the worldwide case reports today.'

Here is everything we know about the monkeypox outbreak so far:

How do you catch monkeypox?

Until this worldwide outbreak, monkeypox was usually caught from infected animals
in west and central Africa.

The tropical virus is thought to be spread by rodents, including rats, mice and even
squirrels.

Humans can catch the illness — which comes from the same family as smallpox — if
they're bitten by infected animals, or touch their blood, bodily fluids, or scabs.

Consuming contaminated wild game or bush meat can also spread the virus.

The orthopoxvirus can enter the body through broken skin — even if it's not visible,
as well as the eyes, nose and mouth.

Despite being mainly spread by wild animals, it was known that monkeypox could be
passed on between people.

However, health chiefs insist it is very rare.

Human-to-human spread can occur if someone touches clothing or bedding used by
an infected person, or through direct contact with the virus' tell-tale scabs.

The virus can also spread through coughs and sneezes.

In the ongoing surge in cases, experts think the virus is passing through skin-to-skin
contact during sex — even though this exact mechanism has never been seen until
now.

How is it tested for?

It can be difficult to diagnose
monkeypox as it is often confused with
other infections such as chickenpox.

Monkeypox is confirmed by a clinical
assessment by a health professional and
a test in a specialist lab.

The test involves taking samples from
skin lesions, such as part of the scab,
fluid from the lesions or pieces of dry
crusts.

What are the symptoms?

It can take up to three weeks for
monkeypox-infected patients to develop
any of its tell-tale symptoms.

Early signs of the virus include a fever, headache, muscle aches, backache, swollen
lymph nodes, chills and exhaustion — meaning it could, theoretically, be mistaken
for other common illnesses.
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But its most unusual feature is a rash that often begins on the face, then spreads to
other parts of the body, commonly the hands and feet.

The rash changes and goes through different stages before finally forming a scab,
which later falls off.

How long is someone contagious?

An individual is contagious from the point their rash appears until all the scabs have
fallen off and there is intact skin underneath.

The scabs may also contain infectious virus material.

The infectious period is thought to last for three weeks but may vary between
individuals.

What even is monkeypox?

Monkeypox was first discovered when an outbreak of a pox-like disease occurred in
monkeys kept for research in 1958.

The first human case was recorded in 1970 in the Democratic Republic of Congo and
the infection has been reported in a number of central and western African countries
since then.

Only a handful of cases have been reported outside of Africa and they were confined
to people with travel links to the continent.

The UK, US, Israel and Singapore are the only countries which had detected the virus
before May 2022.

Is it related to chickenpox?

Despite causing a similar rash, chickenpox is not related to monkeypox.

The infection, which usually strikes children, is caused by the varicella-zoster virus.

For comparison, monkeypox — like smallpox — is an orthopoxvirus. Because of this
link, smallpox vaccines also provide protection against monkeypox.

Are young people more vulnerable?

Britons aged under 50 may be more susceptible to monkeypox, according to the
World Health Organization.

This is because children in the UK were routinely offered the smallpox jab, which
protects against monkeypox, until 1971.

The WHO also warns that the fatality rate has been higher among young children.

Does it spread as easily as Covid?

Leading experts insist we won't be seeing Covid-style levels of transmission in the
monkeypox outbreak.

A World Health Organization report last year suggested the natural R rate of the virus
– the number of people each patient would infect if they lived normally while sick – is
two.

This is lower than the original Wuhan variant of Covid and about a third of the R rate
of the Indian 'Delta' strain.
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But the real rate is likely much lower because 'distinctive symptoms greatly aid in its
early detection and containment,' the team said, meaning it's easy to spot cases and
isolate them.

Covid is mainly spread through droplets an infected person releases whenever they
breathe, speak, cough or sneeze.

What other countries have spotted cases?

Twelve countries — including the US, Spain and Italy — have now detected cases of
monkeypox.

Spain this morning reported 14 new confirmed cases, bringing the nation's total to
21.

And Belgium detected two cases, one in Antwerp and the other in Flemish Brabant.

Germany subsequently confirmed its first ever monkeypox case in a patient who had
'characteristic skin lesions' — a tell-tale sign of the illness.

France last night confirmed a 29-year-old man in Paris had contracted the virus. He
had not recently travelled, suggesting the virus is spreading in the community.

Meanwhile, Australia last night confirmed two cases, including one man in his
thirties who had travelled from Britain to Melbourne with symptoms earlier this week.

The Netherlands Portugal, Sweden and Canada have also detected cases.

How deadly is it?

Monkeypox is usually mild, with most patients recovering within a few weeks without
treatment.

Yet, the disease kills up to 10 per cent of people it infects.

However, with milder strains the fatality rate is closer to one in 100 — similar to when
Covid first hit.

The UK cases all had the West African version of the virus, which is mild compared to
the Central African strain.

It is thought that cases in Portugal and Spain also have the milder version, though
tests are underway.

Is there a vaccine for it?

The smallpox vaccine, called Imvanex in the UK and Jynneos in the US, can protect
against monkeypox because the viruses causing the illnesses are related.

Data shows it prevents around 85 per cent of cases, and has been used 'off-label' in
the UK since 2018.

The jab, thought to cost £20 per dose, contains a modified vaccinia virus, which is
similar to both smallpox and monkeypox, but does not cause disease in people.

Because of its similarity to the pox viruses, antibodies produced against this virus
offer cross protection.

Are there any drugs?

There are also a handful of antivirals and therapies for smallpox that appear to work
on monkeypox.
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This includes the drug tecovirimat, which was approved for monkeypox in the EU in
January.

Tecovirimat prevents the virus from leaving an infected cell, hindering the spread of
the virus within the body.

An injectable antiviral used to treat AIDS called cidofovir can be used to manage the
infection, according to the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

It also works by stopping the growth of the virus.

What is the situation with the UK outbreak?

Twenty cases were confirmed in the UK between May 6 and 20.

No details about the eleven confirmed on May 20 have been released yet.

But six of the previous nine confirmed cases were in men who have sex with men —
which officials say is 'highly suggestive of spread in sexual networks'.

How worrying is it?

UK health chiefs say the risk of a major outbreak is low.

What do I do if I have symptoms?

Anyone worried that they could be infected with monkeypox is advised to make
contact with clinics ahead of their visit.

Health chiefs say their call or discussion will be treated sensitively and confidentially.

Read more:
Monkeypox outbreak in Spain linked to sauna - as UK faces 'significant rise' in cases | UK News | Sky News
Una fiesta multitudinaria en Gran Canaria, segundo gran foco del brote de la viruela del mono en España |
Sociedad | EL PAÍS
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Bachelorette alums
JoJo Fletcher and
Jordan Rodgers show
off their dazzling
wedding bands after
tying the knot at a
winery earlier this
month
 

EXCLUSIVE  Dua Lipa
showcases her
incredible figure in floral
bikini as she larks about
with male pal by the pool
in Portofino, Italy
 

Harry and Meghan's
popularity sinks to all-
time low... just days
before couple fly in from
LA for the Queen's
Jubilee
 

Heidi Klum, 48, looks
chic in a black Bob
Marley T-shirt as she
packs on the PDA with
her husband Tom
Kaulitz, 32, while on a
luxury boat during their
Capri getaway
 

EXCLUSIVE: Is the
honeymoon period
ALREADY over? Liam
Payne's love
interest Aliana Mawla
slips into a skimpy
swimsuit as she hits the
beach solo in Miami
after unfollowing singer
 

Owen Wilson sees
'$4K worth of rims and
tires STOLEN' off his
Tesla while the $100K
car was parked outside
his mansion near the
beach in Los Angeles

Margaret Qualley
CONFIRMS she is
engaged to Jack
Antonoff as she flashes
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her diamond ring while
saying she 'loves' the
music producer
 

Kim Kardashian is
seen looking at Marilyn
Monroe's dress with
daughter North as
Ripley's releases new
images of the star's visit
to their Hollywood
museum
 

'To be upset at an
athlete expressing an
opinion is bizarre to me':
Naomi Osaka fires back
at 'archaic' criticism of
her as she poses in
stunning photoshoot for
Dazed magazine 
 

'I want to live to be
110!' Cameron Diaz, 49,
shares plan for staying
young and reveals how
a recent Achilles injury
made her finally slow
down and feel ready for
the menopause
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REVEALED: Johnny
Depp vs Amber Heard
jury must answer
FORTY-TWO questions -
24 on actor's claims and
18 on ex-wife's - before
they reach verdict in
$100M fight
 

Calvin Harris' fiancée
Vick Hope coyly
conceals her huge
engagement ring as she
smiles through the rain
after the DJ popped the
question
 

Kim Kardashian
flaunts her curves in a
silver co-ord as she
shares throwbacks from
Kourtney's Italian
wedding while enjoying a
holiday in London
 

Lily-Rose Depp
touches down in Los
Angeles after
celebrating her 23rd
birthday - amid resumed
jury deliberations in
father Johnny's
$100million libel trial
 

Dua want a lick?
Singer Lipa slips into a
thigh-skimming mini
skirt and matching
blazer as she enjoys an
ice cream in Florence
during tour
 

West Side Story star
Rachel Zegler has been
cast as Lucy Gray Baird
in The Hunger Games
prequel titled The Ballad
Of Songbirds And
Snakes
 

Pinocchio first look!
Tom Hanks transforms
into Geppetto and
recreates classic 'star
light, star bright' scene
from original cartoon in
magical new trailer for
live-action remake
 

Gigi Hadid flashes her
tummy in cropped
sweater as she she
says people suffering
from anxiety are 'not
alone' while touching on
mental health
 

Serena Williams and
her husband Alexis
Ohanian glow with pride
as they attend the first
ballet recital for their
daughter Olympia, four
 

Christie Brinkley, 68,
flaunts toned pins in a
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hot pink summer dress
and wellies as she
enjoys gardening... after
saying keeping slim
gets harder as she ages
 

ADVERTISEMENT

'I'm delighted to be
back!' David Beckham
poses with Wayne
Rooney and Gary
Neville while announcing
his involvement with
Soccer Aid 2022
 

Johnny Depp leaves
Royal Albert Hall
clutching a pot tagged
Purple Unicorn after
performing with Jeff
Beck to a standing
ovation from the
audience

Crown Princess Mary
of Denmark dazzles in a
classy white dress and
elegant hat as she
attends event at
children's hospital in
Copenhagen
 

Kendall Jenner shows
off her enviable
physique in a blue bikini
while striking a busty
pose in the desert 
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Bryce Dallas Howard
is a vision in a violet
gown at Jurassic World:
Dominion premiere in
Germany with Jeff
Goldblum and DeWanda
Wise 
 

Hailey Bieber sports
sheer trousers for date
night with husband
Justin Bieber at Nobu in
Malibu
 

Kim Kardashian and
Pete Davidson do
London! Loved-up pair
arrive in UK ahead of
Queen's Jubilee as
they're spotted on
dinner date together
 

'We have tolerance,
but this is too much!'
The Real Housewives Of
Dubai outrage Emiratis
who say the show is
'walking over the
country's morals and
values'
 

The Johnny Depp tour
rocks on! Actor comes
out on stage during Jeff
Beck performance at
Royal Albert Hall - a day
after surprising music
fans in Sheffield
 

Kevin Spacey says
he'll 'voluntarily appear'
before British court to
'confidently' deny
allegations he sexually
assaulted three British
men between 2005 and
2013
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Revealed: Tom Cruise
didn't want to make Top
Gun: Maverick and had
to be convinced by
director Joseph
Kosinski with a half an
hour pitch
 

Vanessa Hudgens
dazzles in jewel
encrusted gown as she
shares sizzling video
from amfAR Gala
 

Dame Maggie Smith,
87, is joined by Kathy
Bates, 75, for a
graveyard scene as
filming for Irish drama
The Miracle Club begins
in Bray
 

Pregnant Tuppence
Middleton displays her
growing bump in striped
dress on stroll - after
revealing mystery
partner lives in
Stockholm
 

Diplo reveals security
wouldn't let him in a
Cannes Film Festival
party that he was hired
to DJ: 'Next time I'm
adding myself to the
guest list'
 

'I still text him': The
Wanted band member
Max George says he's
'still trying to process'
fellow bandmate Tom
Parker's death - two
months after star lost
brain cancer at 33
 

Harry and Meghan will
'keep it simple' to avoid
overshadowing Queen
on her Jubilee:
Sussexes WILL go to St
Paul's service but
WON'T plan own events 
 

Cara Delevingne is a
'huge' fan of Love Island
and envies host Laura
Whitmore's job - with
Amy Schumer also a
famous admirer of the
dating show
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'My head is the size of
a tiny edamame bean!'
Megan Fox poses with
elegant updo - as she
reveals insecurity over
wearing her hair up 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Elon
Musk, 50, is pictured
with new girlfriend
Natasha Bassett, 27,
having lunch in St
Tropez - five months
after welcoming a
daughter with Grimes 
 

Makeup-free Phoebe
Dynevor keeps things
low-key in jeans and a
blazer as she catches a
train in Manchester after
visiting mum Sally
 

Meghan Markle donned
$1200 naval-themed
dress by Kate
Middleton's favourite
designer Emilia
Wickstead for BBQ with
Prince Harry and Archie
 

The Rolling Stones'
Mick Jagger, 78, and
Keith Richards, 78, hit a
flamenco party in
Madrid as they prepare
for first Sixty Tour show
 

Meghan Markle's
estranged half-brother
tells her to 'show some
support for your dad'
after Duchess made trip
to Uvalde - but has not
visited her father
following his stroke 
 

Romeo Beckham's
girlfriend Mia Regan is
the epitome of chic as
she models Victoria's
VB Body mini dress
in Monaco
 

And the brides wore
cosplay! Jamie Lee
Curtis celebrates
daughter Ruby's
'beautiful' wedding to
partner Kynthia as they
all dress up as video
game characters
 

Josh Brolin cuts a
relaxed figure in T-shirt
and jeans while going for
a walk with his daughter
Westlyn in Malibu
 

Ioan Gruffudd's
girlfriend Bianca
Wallace breaks down as
over MS struggles...
hours after his ex Alice
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Evans speaks out on
chronic pain battle 
 

'Top Gun should be a
safe place for man-
tears': Thousands of
men admit crying over
Tom Cruise sequel as it
makes $248m at box
office
 

Mark Wahlberg
celebrates his 16-year-
old son Michael's
Catholic confirmation in
loving post: 'Mommy
deserves most of the
credit'
 

Sofia Vergara proves
she's still a wild thing as
she bares skin in form-
fitting zebra print
swimsuit on Memorial
Day
 

'My heart just melted':
Brooklyn Beckham
reveals new tattoo of a
bunny rabbit in ink
tribute to his wife Nicola
Peltz's grandmother
 

Margaret Qualley and
Jack Antonoff are
ENGAGED... after the
actress sparked rumors
with a diamond sparkler
at the Cannes Film
Festival

Kelly Rowland keeps
cool in relaxing beach
attire as she steps out
with son Noah, one, in
Santa Barbara
 

Paris Jackson pairs a
sheer blouse with a crop
top and baggy pants for
an outing in The
Hamptons with her
bandmates
 

Conor McGregor
flashes his tattooed
chest as he takes his
$3million Lamborghini
super-yacht for a cruise
during the Monaco
Grand Prix
 

Lily Collins stuns in
flowing yellow dress as
she poses with her
husband Charlie
McDowell ahead of
Lancome event
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Taron Egerton cuts a
casual figure in a pastel
plaid shirt as he leaves
his $1000-a-night
London hotel after
withdrawing from West
End play due to
'personal reasons'
 

Harry Styles' new
album Harry's House
lands in top spot in first
week on Billboard
charts... selling more
than 500,000 units
 

Dwayne Johnson
posts pictures of fan
who took a cardboard
cutout of him to her
prom: 'It was absolutely
my honor'
 

Top Gun: Maverick
breaks a 15-year
Memorial Day box office
record with $156M...
marking star Tom
Cruise's first $100M
opening weekend ever
 

Dua Lipa sizzles in a
sparkly silver bodysuit
and fishnet tights as her
Future Nostalgia tour
continues in Lyon
 

Lizzo shows off her
figure in a blue and white
tie-dye swimsuit while
taking a dip in the pool
on vacation on Memorial
Day 
 

Lisa Hochstein puts on
a busty display in a
plunging white crop top
and cut-out jeans as she
enjoys lunch with a male
friend in Miami Beach
 

Kim Kardashian
models sheer bodysuit
underneath a crystal-
covered bra and mini
skirt... after arriving in
London with boyfriend
Pete Davidson
 

Rachel Zegler sends
cryptic tweet that have
fans speculating about
her casting in The
Hunger Games prequel
The Ballad of Songbirds
and Snakes
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Selling Sunset star
Tina Louise, 41, is red
hot as she flaunts her
ample assets in a
plunging swimsuit after
her split from Brett
Oppenheim
 

Miles Teller and wife
Keleigh Sperry attend
Philadelphia Phillies
game where
actor unveils special
honor for military moms
and their fallen children
on Memorial Day
 

Jason Segel channels
Tom Cruise's Top Gun
character Maverick in a
one-piece flight suit on a
stroll around upscale
Montecito
 

Camila Cabello posts
new photos with Cuban
artist Yotuel as she
teases upcoming
collaboration
 

Scout Willis shows off
new platinum streaks in
her hair while visiting a
friend on Memorial Day
in Los Angeles
 

Sofia Richie and Elliot
Grainge's engagement
party: The model said
she was 'obsessed' with
her future husband as
they celebrated with
lunch and cake
 

Jennifer Lopez dons a
red, white, and blue
Valentino frock while
sitting poolside as she
marks Memorial Day on
social media 
 

Alison Brie rocks a
casual yet stylish look
while heading out for
some grocery shopping
in Los Feliz
 

Casey Affleck has an
umbrella mishap while
grabbing coffee in the
Los Feliz neighborhood
of LA
 

Jamie Campbell Bower
breaks silence on top
secret Stranger Things
role that required more
than seven and a half
hours of makeup and
prosthetics
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'I can't wait for the
future': Bridgerton's
Ruby Barker reveals
she's been discharged
from hospital after
mental health struggle
as she shares emotional
video
 

Henry Golding sports a
casual look as he and
wife Liv Lo take their
daughter Lyla, one, to a
park in LA over
Memorial Day weekend
 

Kourtney Kardashian
reveals the very blingy
diamond eternity
wedding bands she and
Travis Barker now wear
after their splashy
Italian wedding
 

Memorial Day,
Hollywood style! Reese
Witherspoon is
'remembering the brave'
as Paris Hilton and Sofia
Vergara pose in bikinis
to party during the
three-day weekend
 

EXCLUSIVE  Kevin
Hart's wife Eniko shows
off her curves in a string
bikini as they ride a
speed boat to their
pasta and red wine
lunch on a pier in Capri
 

Footage of 'terrifying'
Tom Cruise staring
down 60 Minutes
journalist Peter Overton
goes viral 17 years after
it first aired
 

ADVERTISEMENT
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DON'T MISS  

Camila Cabello shares
snaps from her dreamy
Italian getaway in a
colorful bikini before
slipping into a white
dress
 

Justin Bieber
celebrates sister
Jazmyn's 14th birthday
in loving post calling her
the 'sweetest, most
beautiful, precious, little
sis a brother could ask
for'

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10869489/Camila-Cabello-posts-photos-dreamy-Italian-getaway-colorful-bikini.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10869327/Justin-Bieber-celebrates-sister-Jazmyns-14th-birthday-loving-birthday-post.html
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Cardi B shows off her
cleavage in a skimpy
ensemble as she and
hubby Offset continue to
enjoy family getaway to
Mexico
 

'Good Morning from
little Lucy:' Andy Cohen
starts off his Memorial
Day by sharing a sweet
snap of his baby
daughter
 

Chrissy Teigen is
picture perfect as she
lounges on a luxe white
bed during her family
trip to New York City
 

Leslie Mann and Tim
Robbins have left the
Amazon Studios series
The Power ... and their
parts will be recast
 

Khloe Kardashian
shows off her very
toned tummy in a sports
bra as she blasts The
Weeknd in gym on
Memorial Day... weeks
before 38th birthday
 

Master P reveals
tragic death of daughter
Tytyana Miller at 29:
'Our family is dealing
with an overwhelming
grief for the loss'
 

Scott Disick gets in
some retail therapy
during a shopping trip in
the Hamptons after
ringing in his 39th
birthday 
 

The Rolling Stones'
Ronnie Wood, 74, steps
out with wife Sally, 44,
and bandmate Keith
Richards in Madrid
ahead of their first Sixty
Tour show
 

Chrissy Teigen shows
off a makeup-free look
while going casual in
black athleisure as she
and John Legend step
out with the kids in New
York City
 

Olivia Wilde, 38, cuts a
casual figure for a stroll
in London... as it's
claimed her relationship
with boyfriend Harry
Styles, 28, is 'more
serious than ever'
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Bella Hadid
showcases her
incredible figure in blue
bikini and matching
shorts as she puts on a
loved-up display with
boyfriend Marc Kalman
at the Eden Rock hotel
in St Barts
 

FIRST LOOK: Bradley
Cooper is totally
unrecognizable as
legendary composer
Leonard Bernstein in the
first look at Netflix
biopic Maestro
 

Austin Butler looks
dapper in a black
pinstripe suit while his
co-star Olivia DeJonge
flashes her midriff in a
cutout dress at Elvis
screening in London
 

The Bachelorette's
Michelle Young
addresses instance in
which she wasn't
wearing her
engagement ring to
fiancé Nayte Olukoya
 

Ellen DeGeneres and
wife Portia de Rossi
unwind in Morocco after
wrapping up 19 seasons
of her talk show with
tearful final episode
 

'Please swipe bb girl':
Cole Sprouse shows off
new look sporting huge
beard ... after end of his
series Riverdale is
announced
 

Hailey Bieber puts her
abs on display in crop
top while showing off her
legs in very short shorts
as she hits the frozen
yogurt store Demi
Lovato fought with
 

Robert De Niro, 78, is
joined by his love
interest Tiffany Chen as
the couple go for
evening stroll on the set
of new film Tin Soldier in
Greece
 

'It's heartbreaking':
Milo Ventimiglia says his
biggest This Is Us regret
is not being able to
spend on-screen time
with his adult 'children'
 

Stranger Things season
four pushes Kate
Bush's 1985 hit Running
Up That Hill back up the
charts to number one on
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US iTunes

Madonna's son David
Banda shows off his
expert sense of style in
a red dress from the
highly-anticipated
Adidas x Gucci
collection 
 

Chrissy Teigen is chic
in a purple dress as she
joins husband John
Legend and their two
children to enjoy a very
'New York weekend'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Bachelor
vet JoJo Fletcher shows
off her stunning figure
as she models bikinis
for Cupshe... after
marrying Jordan
Rodgers

Amy Schumer beams
in a lovely floral dress
as she and her chef
husband Chris Fischer
take a relaxing walk to
dinner in Manhattan
 

Addison Rae poses in
retro-style bikini that
makes the most of her
glowing skin and fit
physique while on
vacation in Ibiza
 

Dave Navarro details
five-month struggle with
'long haul Covid' after
his band Jane's
Addiction was forced to
pull out of music festival
 

Catherine Zeta-Jones
pays tribute to son
Dylan, 21, as
'inexplicably proud'
actress watches him
graduate from Brown
University
 

Look away Ken!
Margot Robbie lets her
hair down at X-rated
London nightspot with
Barbie co-star Ncuti
Gatwa and director
Greta Gerwig
 

Jennifer Lopez shows
off her 'BBQ-chic' heels
in gorgeous garden
setting at her Los
Angeles mansion
J.Lo looked fashionably
fresh Sunday
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10868243/Margot-Robbie-lets-hair-X-rated-London-nightspot-Barbie-star-Ncuti-Gatwa.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10868379/Jennifer-Lopez-shows-BBQ-chic-heels-gorgeous-garden-setting-Los-Angeles-mansion.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10869305/Doja-Cat-shows-slim-waist-summer-ready-body-wearing-cute-pigtails-new-pink-bikini-photo.html
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Doja Cat shows off her
slim waist and toned
physique in a pink
bikini... as she recovers
from health issues due
to vaping
 

Megan Thee Stallion,
Lorde and Sam Fender
will all take to the stage
at Glastonbury as full
line-up for this year's
festival is revealed
 

Sharna Burgess shuts
down rumors that she
and beau Brian Austin
Green are living apart...
as she reveals she's in
the market for a new
house 
 

Rita Ora, 31, shows off
her eclectic style
credentials in quirky
ensemble as she goes
on date night with
boyfriend Taik Waititi, 46
 

Princess Eugenie will
split time between
PORTUGAL and
Frogmore Cottage after
husband Jack
Brooksbank landed new
job 
 

Bob Dylan's original
handwritten lyrics to
iconic classics Like A
Rolling Stone and Mr.
Tambourine Man to be
sold for $1.375 MILLION
 

Johnny Depp gives
surprise performance at
Jeff Beck concert in
England performing
John Lennon song after
flying from libel trial
against Amber Heard 
 

Twinning! Kim
Kardashian's boyfriend
Pete Davidson shows
off his matching bleach
blonde hairstyle as the
pair share a steamy
kiss
 

Lisa Hochstein shows
off toned figure in a blue
bikini during beach day
in Miami... just a week
after husband Lenny's
shock divorce filing
 

Lily Collins puts on an
animated display as she
returns to France to
begin work on the
highly-anticipated
season 3 of Emily In
Paris
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Alex Rodriguez and
rumoured girlfriend
Kathryne Padgett attend
NBA playoffs game
together in Miami
 

'See you, Florence!':
Dua Lipa dons a
cleavage enhancing
bustier as she takes in
the sights on her last
day in Italy during her
Future Nostalgia tour
 

Meet Ava Raine!
Dwayne Johnson's
daughter Simone, 20,
reveals her professional
wrestling name... as she
prepares to follow in
dad's footsteps with
WWE debut
 

EXCLUSIVE  Princess
Diana's workout
regimen: Aussie PT
reveals what he put the
'extremely hard worker'
through at a gym in
London for a year
 

Camila Cabello calls
out 'rude' football fans
who sang over her
performance at the
UEFA Champions
League final in Paris
 

Lily-Rose Depp looks
incredible in pink sheer
top and birthday sash as
she celebrates turning
23 amid dad Johnny's
$100M ldefamation trial
with ex-wife Amber
Heard
 

Patrick Mahomes and
wife Brittany announce
they're expecting a
second child together...
a year after welcoming
daughter Sterling
 

'Meghan has NOT
reached out': Duchess'
half-sister Samantha
claims royal has not
been in touch with their
father Thomas after he
suffered stroke
 

'I made these little
feet': Kylie Jenner
gushes over adorable
snap of daughter Stormi
and her son who she is
yet to reveal a name for
 

Hollywood A-listers
flock to Saint Tropez for
wedding of mega agent
and Entourage muse Ari
Emanuel and fashion
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designer Sarah
Staudinger - as Larry
David officiates
 

Harry and Meghan are
KEEPING Frogmore
Cottage: Sussexes
'renew their lease' of the
Windsor home - as
Princess Eugenie and
her family vacate ahead
of Jubilee celebration
 

Prince Harry holds
minute's silence for
Texas school shooting
victims at his last polo
match before returning
to the UK for Platinum
Jubilee
 

Lethal weapons! Mel
Gibson, 66, shows off
his bulging biceps as
veteran star squeezes
in a workout during first
visit to Glasgow in 28
years
 

Sussex squad unite in
London! Meghan's
makeup artist Daniel
Martin joins her BFF
Lindsay Roth and
hairdresser ahead of the
Duchess' arrival
 

Russell Crowe, 58, and
his glamorous girlfriend
Britney Theriot, 31, cut
casual figures as they
arrive in Sydney on a
private plane
 

Just call her Mrs
Urban! Hollywood star
Nicole Kidman
introduces herself with
Keith's surname as she
joins him onstage at
Vegas show
 

Top Gun: Maverick
producer Jerry
Bruckheimer details the
'emotional day' spent
filming with Val Kilmer
and Tom Cruise
 

Khloe Kardashian
says she doesn't 'feel
lonely' as a single mom
and isn't looking for
romance: 'I'm so
obsessed with my girl'
 

Alycia Debnam-Carey
announces she is
leaving Fear the Walking
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Dead after seven
years of playing Alicia
Clark
 

Downton Abbey's
Laura Carmichael and
Michael C Fox seen for
the first time with their
son Luca after secretly
welcoming baby boy last
year
 

Nick Jonas reveals
about how fatherhood
has affected him: 'The
weight of everything is
much more intense'
 

Casual William joins
cousin Zara Tindall and
her husband and
children Mia, 8, Lena, 3,
and Lucas, one, at the
Houghton Hall Horse
Trials in Norfolk
 

This is 50! Laverne
Cox celebrates her
milestone birthday by
slipping into skimpy
bikini for an impromptu
poolside catwalk
 

Snoop Dogg cancels
his upcoming Australian
tour 'due to unforeseen
scheduling conflicts'
Including 'family
obligations' 

The Rolling Stones
Ronnie Wood, 74, and
his wife Sally
Humphreys, 44, touch
down in private jet with
Mick Jagger and Keith
Richards ahead of
European tour Sixty
 

Elsa Hosk shows off
sculpted abs in tight
blue bikini as she
shares snaps from
vacation getaway to
Capri, Italy
 

Bella Hadid shows off
her toned physique in a
TINY blue bikini as she
soaks up the sun with
boyfriend Marc Kalman
in Cannes
 

Bachelor Nation's
Becca Kufrin reveals
she is engaged to
Thomas Jacobs... and
points out that SHE
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popped the big
question
 

Bruce Willis looks well
as he enjoys an outing in
Malibu with friends ...
two months after
stepping back from
acting due to aphasia
diagnosis
 

Riley Keough shows
off her taut tummy in an
orange bikini as she
celebrates 33rd birthday
in Greece after winning
Camera d'Or prize at
Cannes Film Festival
 

EXCLUSIVE  The Kid
Laroi poses in front of a
large poster of HIMSELF
in Sydney - after re-
signing with manager-to-
the-stars Scooter Braun
 

Kristin Cavallari shows
off her svelte physique
in a white bikini and
bucket hat as she
spends Memorial Day
weekend by the pool
 

Sofia Vergara puts on a
cheeky display in a
green swimsuit as she
leads the stars enjoying
Memorial Day weekend
by the pool
 

RHOC alumna Jo De
La Rosa ties the knot
with Taran Gray Peirson
and shares a loved-up
video to commemorate
their nuptials
 

A family affair!
Princess Charlene
stuns in an elegant blue
jumpsuit as she joins
Prince Albert and their
twins Jacques and
Gabriella, 7, at the
Monaco Grand Prix 
 

EXCLUSIVE  Kim
Kardashian looks like a
life-size Barbie as she
rocks a form-hugging
all-pink outfit while
leaving a SKIMS
photoshoot in Los
Angeles
 

EXCLUSIVE  Prince
William gives Mike
Tindall a bear hug after
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-10866217/Prince-William-gives-Mike-Tindall-bear-hug-exchange-friendly-banter.html
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they exchange some
friendly banter at horse
trials 
Tindall is married to
William's cousin Zara

Queen is set to meet
Harry and Meghan's
daughter Lilibet for the
first time on the child's
first birthday on
Saturday, sources say
 

EXCLUSIVE  Ivanka
Trump looks lovely in a
white lace beach cover
up as she sunbathes in
Miami while husband
Jared plays with their
sons in the water
 

Tom Cruise jets to his
biggest opening
weekend EVER as Top
Gun: Maverick zooms
ahead of the pack at the
box office with $151
MILLION opening
 

Debra Messing wears
flowing red dress as she
leaves final
performance of Birthday
Candles on Broadway...
after being snubbed at
the Tonys
 

Alyson Hannigan cuts
a casual figure in denim
overalls while grabbing
lunch with husband
Alexis Denisof and
daughter Satyana in
Malibu

Natasha Lyonne puts
on a leggy display in
black minidress as
she's joined by Schitt's
Creek star Annie
Murphy at Russian Doll
event in NYC
 

Worried Meghan 'trying
to heal four-year rift'
with father Thomas as
he leaves hospital five
days after suffering
stroke ahead of
Sussexes travelling to
UK for Platinum Jubilee 
 

Why DO stars like
Amber Heard look
different every time you
see them? Experts
reveal how 'celebrity
chameleons' with oval
faces pull off a changing
appearance 
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Kim Kardashian
showcases her toned
midriff in skimpy
bodysuit in sweet
photos of fun night on
the town in Italy with
daughter North: 'Best
date ever'
 

Wynonna Judd is
continuing to 'do the
personal healing work'
after mother Naomi's
suicide a month ago ...
and vows that 'this
cannot be how The
Judds story ends'
 

Joe Exotic's estranged
husband Dillon Passage
files a prenup in ongoing
divorce... but an
attorney for the Tiger
King star says he never
signed one 
 

John Bishop and
Damian Lewis face SIX-
hour delay following
Champions League Final
- after the treatment
which took place at the
game
 

D.L. Hughley hits back
at Mo'Nique as they feud
over billing spot at
Detroit comedy show:
'At some point it can't be
everyone else, IT'S
YOU!'
 

Still a Material Girl!
Madonna, 63, covers her
face in black lace
balaclava as she takes
a puff of a hookah pipe
on wild night out 
 

Snoop Dogg cancels
all upcoming shows
outside of US in 2022
'due to unforeseen
scheduling conflicts'
 

Loved up Brooklyn
Beckham and Nicola
Peltz enjoy married life
as they take a trip to a
Los Angeles farmers
market
 

Selena Gomez goes
casual in baggy sweats
and a sweater as she
spends Memorial Day
weekend in Malibu with
friends
 

Chloë Sevigny bares her
toned midriff as she
carries two-year-old son
Vanja while on a stroll in
New York City
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10866381/Selena-Gomez-looks-comfy-baggy-sweats-sweater-spends-Memorial-Day-weekend-Malibu.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-10866417/Chlo-Sevigny-bares-toned-midriff-carries-two-year-old-son-Vanja-NYC.html
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Bella Hadid turns up
the heat as she shows
off her taut physique in a
black bikini for her new
Michael Kors campaign 
 

Pink takes part in a
blind food tasting with
Chef Roy Choi during
the BottleRock music
festival in Napa 
 

Dua Lipa flashes her
washboard abs and
peachy bottom in a
skimpy pink bikini as
she enjoys a day off
from her Future
Nostalgia tour in
Portofino
 

Big Brother stars
Memphis Garrett and
Christmas Abbott tie the
knot in Georgia over
Memorial Day Weekend:
'She is my forever girl'
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